# STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
NOVEMBER 4, 2008

## INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: ı

## FEDERAL OFFICES
### PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT
VOTE FOR ONE TEAM
- **JOHN MCCAIN** and **SARAH PALIN**
  Republican
- **BARACK OBAMA** and **JOE BIDEN**
  Democratic-Farmer-Labor
- **CYNTHIA MCKINNEY** and **ROSA CLEMENTE**
  Green
- **ROGER CALERG-AND AYLSON KENNEDY**
  Socialist Workers
- **RALPH NADER** and **MATT GONZALEZ**
  Independent
- **BOB BARN** and **WAYNE A ROOT**
  Libertarian
- **CHUCK BALDWIN** and **DARRELL CASTLE**
  Constitution

### CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
- **CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND NATURAL AREAS**

### CITY OFFICES
### CITY OF ROSEMOUNT
### COUNCIL MEMBER
VOTE FOR UP TO TWO
- **VALORA GUNSби**
- **BAILA C. ELEFSON**
- **MIKE BAXTER**
- **KURT BILLS**
- **AMY AMMANN**
- **ROB NEVHOU$$**
- **BARRY LINDELAU**
- **MICHAEL ROBERT SMITH**
- **TODD RICHARD STENDRY**
- **DAVID DURRIGAN**
- **MICHELE MATO**
- **BENJAMIN BURDK**
- **NELLY PATRICK JOHNSEN**
- **STEVE LYZEN**
- **JOSHUA ERSFEN**
- **LEE MORTON**
- **KEVIN GRASS**
- **CHARLIE KOH-NIEN**
- **CHRIS CARSON**
- **JEFF WIESENL**
- **JON LEWIS**
- **FRED L. HREZ**
- **JAMES K. SKJES**
- **DAVID J. GANFIELD**
- **CONNIE JENSEN**
- **JOHN OXBOURough**

### UNITED STATES SENATOR
VOTE FOR ONE
- **DEAN BARKLEY**
- **NORM COELMAN**
- **AL FRANKEN**
- **CHARLES ALDRICH**
- **JAMES NEMACK**

### UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
VOTE FOR ONE
- **JOHN KLINE**
  Republican
- **STEVE SAVI**
  Democratic-Farmer-Labor

### STATE OFFICES
### STATE REPRESENTATIVE
VOTE FOR ONE
- **JUDY LINDSAY**
  Republican
- **PHILLIP M. ETHER**
  Democratic-Farmer-Labor

### SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR
VOTE FOR ONE
- **SCOTT NORDSTEDT**
  Republican
- **MARTIN BROWN**
  Independent
- **VICTORIA A. DVALE**
  Republican
- **PETER THOMAS SCHAEFFER**
  Republican
- **CHRIS NIELSEN**
  Republican
- **MICHAEL T. CARR**
  Independent
- **JOE MEYERS**
  Independent

## VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
FRONT Card 150hp5pr 11:50 "Rosemount P-1"
STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
NOVEMBER 4, 2008

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: •

JUDICIAL OFFICES

SUPREME COURT
ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 3
VOTE FOR ONE

PAUL H. ANDERSON incumbent
TIM TINGELSTAD

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 4
VOTE FOR ONE

LORE SMERVEN GIDEA incumbent
DEBORAH HEDLUND

COURT OF APPEALS
JUDGE 1
VOTE FOR ONE

EDWARD TOUSSAINT JR. incumbent

JUDGE 5
VOTE FOR ONE

KEVIN W. EDE incumbent

1ST DISTRICT COURT
JUDGE 32
VOTE FOR ONE

NATHANIEL J. REITZ
JOSEPH CARTER incumbent

JUDGE 1
VOTE FOR ONE

CAROL HOYTEN incumbent

JUDGE 13
VOTE FOR ONE

ROBERT R. KING JR. incumbent

JUDGE 15
VOTE FOR ONE

EDWARD LYNCH incumbent

JUDGE 16
VOTE FOR ONE

THOMAS J. KALITOWSKI incumbent

JUDGE 9
VOTE FOR ONE

SHAWN MOYNIHAN incumbent

JUDGE 17
VOTE FOR ONE

ROGER M. FLAPHAKE incumbent

JUDGE 18
VOTE FOR ONE

THOMAS G. MCCARTHY incumbent

JUDGE 21
VOTE FOR ONE

MARIE LANSING incumbent

JUDGE 22
VOTE FOR ONE

KEVIN G. ROSS incumbent

JUDGE 27
VOTE FOR ONE

MICHAEL V. SOVIS incumbent

JUDGE 28
VOTE FOR ONE

MIKE FAHEY incumbent

JUDGE 30
VOTE FOR ONE

THOMAS W. BIBUS incumbent

JUDGE 31
VOTE FOR ONE

KAREN ASPHAUG incumbent

MARY THEISEN incumbent

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT
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